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Abstract
We introduce two kernels that extend the mean map, which embeds distributions
in Hilbert spaces. The generative mean map kernel (MMK) measures similarity
between probabilistic models of structured data such as sequences. The latent
mean map kernel extends the non-iid data formulation of the empirical mean map
to handle latent variable models. We present classification results on synthetic and
DNA data, comparing support vector machines (SVMs) using these two kernels to
a Bayes classifier and SVMs using other generative kernels. The generative MMK
outperformed all other methods, while the latent MMK was competitive for the
synthetic data. We also demonstrate the generative MMK as a similarity measure
between kernel density estimators for a manifold visualization of biodiversity data.
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Introduction

Generative kernels offer an elegant way to apply kernel methods for classification, clustering, and
manifold learning to structured data. By using kernels to address structured data’s lack of the independently and identically distributed (iid) property, we can leverage a rich set of existing methods such as support vector machines (SVMs) and kernel principal components analysis (kPCA)
[1] to learn from this data. For example, we consider sequence classification as a particular instance of learning with structured data. In sequence classification, the goal is to label a sequence
(X1 , X2 , . . . , XT ) with one label Y , where the example sequences can be of varying lengths and
the ordering of the observations within a sequence informs a non-trivial dependence structure.
SVMs using nonlinear kernels such as the polynomial and Gaussian kernels have performed strongly
for a variety of non-sequential data classification tasks [2]. More recent work has applied kernels
to measure similarity between sequences via similarity between generative models trained on those
sequences [3] or by making use of metrics on statistical manifolds [4, 5]. Missing from this spectrum
of kernels is a measure of similarity that combines the power of highly nonlinear kernels such as the
Gaussian kernel with the structural information provided by a generative model.
Our contribution in this work is to show two data-driven kernels, the generative mean map kernel and the latent mean map kernel (MMK), that yield this combination. The generative MMK
measures similarity between two structured data observations by providing a nonlinear similarity
between generative models estimated from each observation. The latent MMK measures similarity
between two structured data observations with respect to a generative model θ. This is accomplished
by measuring the similarity of sufficient empirical and posterior distributions from two structured
data observations. We note that the empirical MMK previously was used in various applications
to measure and optimize dependence [6, 7, 8], but so far it has not been used for structured data
classification.
We now review Hilbert space embeddings of distributions, which are key in deriving the generative
and latent MMKs.
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The mean map. The mean map was introduced with respect to Hilbert space embeddings of distributions [9]. For X a domain of observations with probability measure Px and X = {x1 , . . . , xm } a
set of m samples drawn iid, consider the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H with feature
map φ : X !→ H, for φ(x) = k(x, ·), #f, φ(x)$ = f (x) and #φ(x), φ(y)$ = k(x, y). The mean
map µ of the
and sample distributions respectively are defined as µ[Px ] := Ex [k(x, ·)] and
!true
m
1
µ[X] := m
k(x
i , ·). The operator µ maps distributions to elements of the RKHS and has the
i=1
useful property of being injective for RKHSs induced by universal kernels [10]. Two examples of
2
universal kernels are the Gaussian
radial basis function (RBF) kernel k(x, y) = e−λ"x−y" and the
Pn
Laplace kernel k(x, y) = e−β i=1 |xi −yi | for λ, β ∈ R+ .
Previous work [6, 7] has exploited the linear convergence of µ[X] to µ[Px ] in order to compute
kernels between two sets of samples; the methods introduced here are departures from these applications of the MMK. In Section 2 we show how to compute the generative MMK for several
widely-used distributions, and we relate this kernel to other methods in Section 3. We then discuss
the latent MMK, an extension of the non-iid empirical MMK for latent models. We conclude with
promising results on sequence classification and learning a species manifold from biodiversity data.
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Generative mean map kernel

Suppose we are given two objects x and y. In general, these objects could be documents, sequences,
images, or unstructured points in Rn . For all but the last case, where standard kernels on vectors can
be used, special effort is necessary to form a suitable kernel between the objects that captures their
underlying similarity well. As we are armed with a kernel on distributions, let us learn a generative
model that describes each object, yielding distributions P̂x and P̂y respectively. We refer to the mean
map kernel using these generative models as the generative mean map kernel, which is defined as
" "
#µ[P̂x ], µ[P̂y ]$ = Ex∼P̂x ,y∼P̂y [k(x, y)] =
P̂x (x)P̂y (y)k(x, y)dx dy.

Proposition 1. The generative mean map kernel with positive definite kernel is also positive definite.
Proof. The generative MMK
# is an inner product between mean elements in H, where a mean element has the form µ[p] = p(x)φ(x)dx for probability measure p. Since k(·, ·) is pd, ∀x ∈ X ,
∃φ(x) ∈ H. Since H is convex the mean element also is H, and so the generative MMK is pd.
Let us explore this kernel for several interesting generative models of increasing structure.
Gaussian distribution.
Proposition 2. Let p and p$ be multivariate Gaussian probability measures N (µ, Σ) and N (µ$ , Σ$ )
! 2
1
respectively. For the Gaussian RBF kernel k(x, x$ ) = e− 2 λ"x−x " , the MMK for p and p$ is
" " − 1 (x−µ)T Σ−1 (x−µ) − 1 (x! −µ! )T Σ!−1 (x! −µ! )
e 2
e 2
kmm (p, p$ ) =
k(x, x$ )dx dx$
d/2
1/2
(2π) |Σ|
(2π)d/2 |Σ$ |1/2
1

T

−1

e− 2 (β α β−δ)
,
|I + λ(Σ + Σ$ )|1/2
where α = Σ−1 (Σ−1 + λI)−1 Σ−1 + Σ$−1 + Σ−1 , β = λΣ−1 (Σ−1 + λI)−1 µ + Σ$−1 µ$ ,
and δ = −λ2 µT (Σ−1 + λI)−1 µ + µ$T Σ$−1 µ$ + λµT µ.
which can be computed in closed form as1

(1)

The proof follows from straightforward linear algebra.
Discrete distribution. The generative MMK between two discrete distributions arises for the generative MMK between hidden Markov models. For p and p$ discrete probability distributions with
mean parameters α = (α1 , . . . , αk ) and α$ = (α1$ , . . . , αk$ ) respectively, the generative MMK is
kmm (p, p$ ) =

k $
k
$

αi αj$ e−λ(1−δij ) .

(2)

i=1 j=1

1
The exponential term should admit a more elegant form. We have confirmed that it is symmetric in the p
and p! terms. See the simplified isotropic case in (5).
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Hidden Markov models. For a hidden Markov model (HMM) with probability measure p, let
q = (q0 , . . . , qT ) be the latent random variables and x = (x0 , . . . , xT ) be the observable random
variables. We similarly define p$ , q$ , and x$ for a second HMM. Now suppose that we have learned
HMMs with probability measures p and p$ and wish to compute the generative MMK kmm (p, p$ ) for
the observable variables of length T sequences drawn from these HMMs. Note that the parameter T
serves as a witness length which allows control over the length of the sequences to be embedded in
the RKHS. A small T can be used to yield a similarity measure more sensitive to each model’s initial
conditions, while increasing T shifts toward a similarity measure on their stationary distributions.
The following proposition establishes the complexity of an efficient algorithm to compute the kernel.
Proposition 3. The generative MMK between an HMM of n states with probability measure p and
an HMM of n$ states with probability measure p$ can be computed in time:
1. O(n3 T + n2 k 2 ) for a discrete observation HMM on k symbols with n$ = n.
2. O(n3 T + n2 m2 ρd ) for a continuous observation HMM with mixture of Gaussians state
distributions, n$ = n, and m$ = m, for d the observation dimensionality, m and m$ the
number of Gaussians in the mixtures, and ρd the cost of inverting a covariance matrix2 .
!
$ $
$
$
Proof. The quantity of interest is kmm (p, p$ ) =
x,x! ,q,q! p(q, x)p (q , x )k(x, x ). In order to
treat the discrete and continuous observation cases simultaneously, for the discrete case we use the
1-of-k encoding such that, if the t th observation takes on value i out of k possible values, then
xt ∈ {0, 1}k and [xt ]j = δij , ∀j ∈ [k]. In the derivation for the discrete case below3 , we use the
%T
Gaussian RBF kernel’s isotropicity such that it factorizes as k(x, x$ ) = t=1 k(xt , x$t ). Also useful
is the linear chain structure of the HMM graphical model to factorize the expectation as shown:
$
$
kmm (p, p$ ) =
p(xT | qT )
p$ (x$T | qT$ )k(xT , x$T )
! ,x!
qT
T

qT ,xT
T&
−1

$

t=0 qt ,qt!

=

$

!
qT ,qT

$
p(qt+1 | qt )p$ (qt+1
| qt$ )

ψ(qT , qT$ )

T&
−1 $
t=0 qt

$

xt ,x!t

p(qt+1 | qt )

p(xt | qt )p$ (x$t | qt$ )k(xt , x$t )p(q0 )p$ (q0$ )

$
qt!

$
p$ (qt+1
| qt$ )ψ(qt , qt$ )p(q0 )p$ (q0$ ).

(3)

!
Note that ψ(qt , qt$ ) = xt ,x! p(xt | qt )p$ (x$t | qt$ )k(xt , x$t ) is itself a generative MMK on the state
t
distributions for qt and qt$ . These kernels need be computed only once for each pair of states (qt , qt$ ),
yielding cost n2 times the complexity to evaluate this kernel once, which is O(k 2 ) for the discrete
distribution and O(m2 ρd ) for a mixture of Gaussians distribution. From the factorized structure of
the rest of the computation in (3) we see that it is O(T n3 ) (see Algorithm 1 in Figure 1(a)), as all
O(T ) latent variable marginalizations are done over functions of at most 3 variables.
In general, the sequences for which one would like a similarity measure are of different lengths,
precluding computation of a kernel without resorting to truncation or other compromises. Even for
sequences of the same length, a priori there is no reason why the sample indices of the sequences
should be considered aligned. Hence, application of standard kernels invariably relies upon distance
computations made between mismatched random variables. The generative MMK addresses this
alignment issue head-on by first learning a generative model for each sequence and then performing kernel computations on the expected sequences that result from each generative model. While
sequences drawn from similar distributions can appear to be very different due to the stochastic nature of their generation, by using a measure between the distributions of sequences themselves, we
bypass this problem and achieve a more robust similarity measure.
Generative mean map of kernel density estimators. The generative MMK can be used as a
kernel on density estimators. The idea of kernels between density models of sets has been explored
2
This cost depends on what choices are made to restrict the covariance structure. For the popular case of
diagonal covariance matrices, we have ρd = d.
3
For the continuous observation case, replace summations with integrals.
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Figure 1: At left, we show how to compute the generative MMK for HMMs. • is the Hadamard
product, [A]ij = P (qt+1 = j | qt = i), and [π]i = P (q0 = i). At center and right, for Gaussian
p and p$ , are the sensitivities of the generative MMK kmm (p, p$ ) and the PPK kpp (p, p$ ) to mean
shifts ∆µ and variance shifts ∆σ for different settings of λ. p = N (0, 1) in both plots, while
p$ = N (∆µ , 1) at center and p = N (0, 1 + ∆σ ) at right. By increasing λ, the kernel becomes more
sensitive to deviations between the two distributions, with kmm (p, p$ ) = kpp (p, p$ ) as λ → ∞.
previously by Jebara and Kondor [11] with the Bhattacharyya kernel . Whereas they implicitly map
the data to an RKHS using the Gaussian kernel and then learn single Gaussian models in the feature
space, here we use kernel density estimators in the original space. An advantage of using kernel
density estimation (KDE) is that it is known to be consistent [12].
!mz
Let fˆz (z) be a kernel density estimator fˆz (x) = m1z i=1
khx (zi , x), where hx is the bandwidth.
The generative MMK between two Gaussian RBF kernel density estimators fˆx on observations
X = (x1 , . . . , xm ) and fˆy on observations Y = (y1 , . . . , ym ) is then
x

1 1
#µ[fˆ], µ[fˆ$ ]$ = E x∼fˆ [k(x, x$ )] =
mx my
!
ˆ!
x ∼f

y

my "
mx $
$
i=1 j=1

khx (xi , x)

"

khy (yj , x$ )k(x, x$ )dx dx$ . (4)

For k the Gaussian RBF kernel, this expression only requires evaluations of the generative MMK
on isotropic Gaussians. The form for general Gaussians is in (1). For two N -dimensional isotropic
Gaussians N (µ, hI) and N (µ$ , h$ I), the generative MMK admits the more pleasant form
'
(
'
(
1
1 λ*µ − µ$ *2
1
1 λ*µ − µ$ *2
exp
−
=
exp
−
,
(5)
N/2
2 1 + λ(h + h$ )
2
h0
(1 + λ(h + h$ ))N/2
h0
where h0 := 1 + λ(h + h$ ). Substituting (5) for the integrals in (4) yields KDE MMK closed form
'
(
my
mx $
$
1
1 λ*xi − yi *2
exp −
.
(6)
N/2
2
h0
mx my h0 i=1 j=1

Controlling for uncertainty. We offer two interpretations of λ in the above kernels. First, λ controls
the complexity of the mean elements in the RKHS, with maximal complexity as λ → ∞ and minimal complexity for λ = 0. Second, λ corresponds to our degree of uncertainty with respect to the
learned models. As the learned models diverge from the true models, we may decrease λ to reduce
the sensitivity of the kernel to small deviations from the true model. In Figure 1, we plot how the
generative MMK changes with respect to errors in mean and variance estimation for a true Gaussian
model. For adequate comparison, the kernel is normalized for each λ such that kmm (p, p) = 1.
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Related work

Probability product kernel. The probability product kernel (PPK) [3] is a special case of the
generative MMK.
For probability measures p and p$ and x ∈ X , the probability product kernel is
#
$
kpp (p, p ) = X p(x)ρ p$ (x)ρ dx. For the case where ρ = 1, we have the following result:
Proposition 4. The probability product kernel with ρ = 1 is a special case of the generative mean
map kernel with convergence exponential in λ as λ → ∞.
4

√
√
! 2
Proof. We use the convergence of the scaled Gaussian kernel λkG (x, x) = λe−λ"x−x " to
$
$
$
the identity kernel kδ (x, x ) = δ(x − x ) as λ → ∞. The PPK lim kmm (p, p ) expands to
√ λ→∞ ! 2
# #
# #
lim X X ! p(x)p$ (x$ )kG (x, x$ )dx dx$ = lim X X ! p(x)p$ (x$ ) λe−λ"x−x " dx dx$ .
λ→∞
λ→∞
√
Now, using (x, x$ ) !→ (a, b) := (x, x − x$ ) and substituting σ = 1/ λ,
# #
#
2
2
limσ→0 A B p(a)p$ (a − b) σ1 e−"b" /σ da db = A p(a)p$ (a)da = kpp (p, p$ ).

It further is possible to express a generative MMK analog to the PPK for the case of ρ ,= 1; however,
the expectation operator is fundamental to the MMK’s derivation and this operator requires ρ = 1.
Provided that the generative MMK can be computed for the distribution of the observed random
variables, graphical models for which the PPK is computable are also computable for the generative
MMK; this can be seen by observing that the Gaussian kernel couples each pair of observed variables
xi and x$i into a 2-clique. In the clique graph used by the junction tree algorithm, this 2-clique will
appear wherever xi would have appeared in the clique graph used by the PPK.
Other related kernels. On the surface the generative MMK appears similar to the empirical MMK.
Unfortunately, the empirical version relies upon observing the labels in order to include them in a
mean map of the full joint distribution over the observed variables and the labels (the latent variables). Without learning a generative model with latent state variables, the empirical mean map
kernel is limited to graphical model dependencies between only the observed variables. We expand
on this point in the next section by extending the empirical mean map to handle latent variables.
To our knowledge, the Bhattacharyya kernel is the earliest form of a similarity measure between
probability distributions [13], but the Fisher kernel [4] is the earliest one used as a machine learning
method. The kernel is based on the score ∇θ log p(X | θ̂) for θ the maximum likelihood estimate of
a model. The Fisher kernel is sensitive to the parameterization of the statistical family used, whereas
the heat kernel [5] is not sensitive to the parameterization. Although it has not yet been shown, the
heat kernel may be computable for HMMs with multinomial observation distributions.
The generative MMK is similar to the marginalized kernel [14], although their work focuses on
count kernels rather than higher order nonlinear kernels such as the Gaussian. The derivation of the
MMK also is different, coming from the direction of Hilbert space embeddings of distributions to
arrive at a pd kernel with an implicit injective mapping; in contrast, the marginalized kernel is shown
only to be positive semi-definite. The injective property enables the MMK to be used for manifold
learning, while the parameter λ affords the generative MMK an additional level of control.

4

Latent mean map kernel

Empirical mean map limitations. The empirical mean map injects empirical probability distributions on sets as points in an RKHS. Originally this method was applied to iid observations, but
it has since been extended to non-iid observations as may occur in sequences and time series [7].
The extension involves fixing a depedency model for the observations, such that we consider the
empirical distributions induced by the maximal cliques of this model. Assuming the model is correct, the empirical mean map of non-iid data can be decomposed into the sum of the empirical mean
maps for each maximal clique’s distribution. As in [7], for graphical model G with variable set
Z and maximal cliques set C, let vc!be universal kernels on the variable subset of Z induced by
clique c ∈ C. From [15], v(z, z $ ) = c∈C vc (zc , zc$ ) describes all probability distributions with the
specified conditional independence relations using an exponential family model with kernel v.

Markov models straightforwardly capture dependence between observed random variables; however, assuming Markov dependence in the observable space may be overly restrictive. This point is
highlighted by the strong performance of latent space models such as HMMs for many prediction
problems. The empirical mean map uses only observed data and similarity measures between this
data, and so it cannot assume latent variable dependency models. Whereas [7] uses the empirical
mean map with latent space models, the latent variables are used for optimization of a kernel-based
objective. Hence, the latent variables are used to optimize dependency rather than to model it.
In relaxing the dependency models to include latent variables, we arrive at a somewhat different kernel that admits richer dependency models such as dynamic Bayesian networks and hidden Markov
random fields. As with the non-iid mean map, we need only apply the mean map to the distribution
5

of each maximal clique. The maximal cliques now fall into two sets: fully observable cliques and
cliques containing at least one latent random variable. The distributions for the former cliques can be
computed empirically similar to [7]; however, applying the empirical mean map to the distributions
of the latter cliques is not possible on account of the latent variables.
Latent mean map. The latent mean map augments the empirical mean map by using the posterior
distribution of the latent variables, conditional on the observed variables. Let (u, v) be the concatenation of the components of vectors u and v to form a higher dimensional vector. For observed
variables X, latent variables Y , and clique-restricted subsets Xc and Yc , the latent mean map is
mc
)
*
1 $
µc [(Xc , Yc )] = E(Xc ,Yc )|x1:m [φc ((Xc , Yc ))] =
EY (i) |x1:m φc ((x(i)
, Yc(i) ))
(7)
c
mc i=1 c
(i)

(i)

(i)

for Yc ∼ P (Yc | x1:m ), the posterior distribution of the random variable Yc conditioned on all
observations x1:m . This expression captures our best estimate of the clique distribution.
!
From (7), the latent mean map kernel c∈C #µc [(Xc , Yc )], µc [(Xc$ , Yc$ )]$ expands to
)
*
!mc !m!c
!
(i)
(i)
$(j)
$(j)
1
v
((x
E
,
Y
),
(x
,
Y
))
.
(i)
c
c
c
c
!
c
j=1
i=1
c∈C mc m
Y |x1:m
c

c

Yc!(j) |x!1:m!

Our end goal is to compute the kernel on many object pairs for SVM classification or kPCA, but
even moderate mc and m$c render the above expectation intractable. An often exploited trick of
kernel methods is the ability to compute inner products in a potentially infinite dimensional space
without the need for explicit representations in that space. Here, however, an approximate explicit
representation yields computational tractability by allowing us to work with the efficient form in
(7). For example, the Gaussian RBF kernel on univariate continuous data admits a truncated Taylor
expansion of the exponential [16, Theorem 4.6], empirically yielding low error for low order truncations [17]. For multivariate data, two recent explicit representations approximate the RKHS using
random features, with error decreasing exponentially in the number of features chosen [18].
It may be useful to use nonlinear representations even in the space of distributional Hilbert space
embeddings. Given a latent mean map kernel matrix K, this can be accomplished by using the
alternate kernel matrix K̃ such that K̃ij = e−ν(Kii −2Kij +Kjj ) for some parameter ν. In our latent
MMK experiments, we push λ toward infinity and consider different values of ν rather than λ.
Latent mean map of HMMs. Learning using the latent MMK requires a dependency model to
induce latent variables and a set of conditional distributions sufficient for the model. This model
identifies a set of maximal cliques and allows us to compute the posteriors. Suppose we have
an HMM θ as described earlier. Assuming stationarity, the model’s maximal cliques (xt , qt ) and
(qt , qt+1 ) yield T instances of the former and T − 1 instances of the latter clique:
µxq [(xt , qt )] =

T
T
N
1 $$
1$
EQt |x [φxq ((xt , Qt ))] =
P(Qt = i | x)φxq ((xt , Qt ))
T i=1
T t=1 i=1

T −1
1 $
µqq [(qt , qt+1 )] =
EQt ,Qt+1 |x,θ [φqq ((Qt , Qt+1 ))]
T − 1 i=1

=

T −1 N N
1 $ $$
P(Qt = i, Qt+1 = j | x, θ)φqq ((Qt , Qt+1 )).
T − 1 t=1 i=1 j=1

The forward-backward algorithm can compute the conditional probabilities [19]. We adopt Rabiner’s notation [19] for the conditional probabilities so that γt (i) = P(Qt = i | x, θ)
and ξt (i, j) = P(Qt = i, Qt+1 = j | x, θ). We use the joint kernel on cliques
vc ((xc , yc ), (x$c , yc$ )) = kc (xc , x$c )lc (yc , yc$ ) such that vxq ((xt , qt ), (x$t , qt$ )) = kx (xt , x$t )lq (qt , qt$ )
$
with vqq ((qt , qt+1 ), (qt$ , qt+1
)) defined similarly. As before, we use the 1-of-k encoding to treat the
discrete and continuous cases identically. The kernel k will be the Gaussian RBF kernel. For an
!T
N -state latent space, K possible symbols, and γ(c) (j) := t:xt =c γt (j), the kernel vxq is




$
$
$
$
1
$
$
$
$
γ(b)
,
γ(a) (i) γ(a)
(i) + e−λ
γ(a)
(j) + e−λ
(i) + e−λ
γ(b)
(j)
TT$
a∈[K]
i∈[N ]

j∈[N ]\i

b∈[K]\a

6

j∈[N ]\i

which has O(N 2 K 2 T ) complexity. The continuous observation case of vxq is
/
0
/ T
0
N
T
T!
N
T!
$
$
$
$
1 $ $
γs (i)φ(xs ),
γt$ (i)φ(x$t ) +e−λ
γs (i)φ(xs ),
γt$ (j)φ(x$t )  (8)
T T $ i=1
s=1
t=1
t=1
j=1 s=1
1


2
N
$
$
$
1  $
(9)
k(xs , x$t )
γs (i)γt$ (i) + e−λ 
k(xs , x$t )
γs (i)γt$ (j) .
=
TT$
s,t
s,t
i=1
i,j

Whereas (9) is O(N 2 T 2!
), this can be reduced by explicitly representing RKHS elements in (8).
1
Defining ξ(i, j) := T −1
t∈T ξt (i, j), the kernel on the random variable clique (qt , qt+1 ) vqq is



$
$
$
$
ξ $ (i$ , j) + e−λ
ξ(i, j) ξ $ (i, j) + e−λ
ξ $ (i, j $ ) + e−λ
ξ $ (i$ , j $ ) .
i∈[N ]
j∈[N ]

j ! ∈[N ]\j

i! ∈[N ]\i

j ! ∈[N ]\j

Interestingly, as λ approaches infinity, the latent MMK on HMMs takes a form similar to the Fisher
kernel on HMMs [4] when the Fisher kernel uses the identity matrix instead of the Fisher information
matrix. For space we do not reproduce the Fisher kernel formulation here. From our results it will
appear that the differences in the computation of two kernels significantly affect their performance.
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Results

Sequence data. We evaluated the generative and latent MMKs through classification of synthetic
data and real DNA sequence data. We explored the performance of SVMs using the generative MMK
and the PPK (kmm for λ → ∞) on discrete observation HMMs, as well as the latent MMK using a
model learned from one class. All HMMs were initialized using uniform distribution initialization
for initial state and state transition probabilities and random initialization of emission probabilities,
followed by a segmental clustering update via the Viterbi algorithm [19]. We then ran the BaumWelch algorithm until the first of log-likelihood convergence within 10−6 or 1000 iterations.
For the MMKs we used the expectation of the Gaussian kernel, where each symbol is mapped to a
vector using the 1-in-k encoding, and we explored logarithmically spaced settings of the parameter
λ. For the generative MMK we experimented with linearly spaced settings of the witness length
T . For all kernels, the regularization parameter C was tested at logarithmically spaced values. We
compare these results with a maximum-likelihood Bayes classifier which maintains an HMM model
for each class, the Fisher kernel using a model for one class, and the empirical MMK using Markov
dependency models of orders4 1, 2, and 3. We report all results for stratified 10-fold cross-validation,
which empirically is well behaved [20].
The synthetic dataset consists of 2 classes. For each class, we manually constructed a 3-state 2symbol HMM to serve as a sequence generator. 500 binary sequences of length 100 were generated
for each class. All HMMs learned had 3 states. Table 1 shows the Bayes classifier and the generative MMK perform almost equally, whereas the Fisher kernel and empirical/latent MMKs perform
slightly worse. The PPK exhibits much higher loss than the other methods, possibly owing to its
higher sensitivity to errors in model estimation.
We also ran two-class sequence classification experiments on a random subset of 500 exons and 500
introns from the HS3 D dataset [21]. The sequence lengths vary from order of 102 to 104 symbols
in length, making for a challenging classification problem. For the generative MMK and PPK, we
adopted a heuristic formula
[3] to choose the number of states n in the HMM learned for a particular
3
sequence: n = / 21 k 2 + 4(T γ + k + 1) − 12 k0 + 1, for k symbols and a constant γ set to 0.1.
For the Bayes classifier, we used a 4-state model for the exons and an 8-state model for the introns
because this configuration produced the lowest loss. For the latent MMK and the Fisher kernel, we
used a 4-state model trained on the exons. For the empirical MMK, we report results for a Markov
dependency model of order 3, which produced the best results among orders {1, 2, 3, 4}.
4
An order-k Markov model induces maximal cliques of size k + 1, with the kernel described in [7]. An
empirical MMK with this model is effectively a string kernel whose feature space representation consists of
counts of each string of length k + 1.
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Synthetic
HS3 D

PPK (ρ = 1)
0.091
0.149

GMMK
0.063
0.144

PPK (ρ = 0.5)
0.247
0.165

EMMK
0.0675
0.215

LMMK
0.068
0.279

Fisher
0.066
0.170

Bayes
0.062
0.192

Table 1: Optimal loss for the methods tested on synthetic and HS3 D datasets.
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Figure 2: Results on HS3 D data. (a) Error for generative MMK for varying λ and PPK (λ = 1e9).
(b) Error for latent MMK for varying λ. (c) First versus fourth kernel principal components of the
generative mean map kernel matrix for λ = 1. Plants are triangles, molluscs are circles, arachnids
are asterisks, insects are x’s, and fungi are crosses.
We restrict our results for the generative MMK to the setting of T = 30 which had the lowest mean
loss over all values of λ. Our results in Table 1 show that the generative MMK performs slightly
better than the PPK, both of which outperform the Fisher kernel. The generative MMK significantly
outperforms the Bayes classifier, but the latent and empirical MMKs do relatively poorly.
Biodiversity data. We also applied the generative MMK to visualize ecological relationships between species sampled in Costa Rica by INBio6 . For each species, observations consist of counts
on a grid, where each grid location has the accompanying abiotic features altitude, median annual
temperature, annual precipitation, isothermality, and temperature seasonality. Each species has a
true density in this 5-dimensional space, which we estimate using Gaussian RBF kernel density estimators. For the sampling associated with each species, we optimized the bandwidth of a kernel
density estimator by minimizing the mean integrated square error [22]. After obtaining the optimal
bandwidth for each species sampling, we formed the kernel matrix between all pairs of the species
kernel density estimators using the generative MMK with λ = 1. We then applied kPCA to identify
whether particular components well-separate certain groups of species. The visualization of the first
and fourth kernel principal components in 2(c) shows some separation between the different species
groups. In particular, the insects and arachnids are clustered near the center, with plants towards the
left and molluscs towards the right.

6

Conclusion

Our results show that the generative MMK successfully utilizes generative models learned on sequence data for achieving strong performance on two discriminative tasks, outperforming the empirical mean map and its latent model extension. Using sampling techniques [3], it is straightforward
to extend the generative MMK to more complicated time series models such as switching linear dynamic systems and factorial HMMs. The experiments presented here all concern discrete sequences.
For models with continuous random variables, such as HMMs with mixture of Gaussians observation distributions, estimation can be challenging; we anticipate that the generative and latent MMKs
may have a larger impact for these models, because λ can serve to reduce the sensitivity of the
kernel to small deviations between learned observation distributions; however, further testing in the
continuous domain demands that we first overcome computational complexity challenges by using
approximations of explicit representations of RKHS elements.
5
6

EMMK results on synthetic data were fairly unstable with respect to λ.
The National Biodiversity Institute of Costa Rica, http://www.inbio.ac.cr/en
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